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ABSTRACT
Users of mobile apps sometimes express discomfort or concerns
with what they see as unnecessary or intrusive permission requests
by certain apps. However encouraging mobile app developers to request fewer permissions is challenging because there are many reasons why permissions are requested; furthermore, prior work [25]
has shown it is hard to disambiguate the purpose of a particular
permission with high certainty.
In this work we describe a novel, algorithmic mechanism intended to discourage mobile-app developers from asking for unnecessary permissions. Developers are incentivized by an automated
alert, or “nudge”, shown in the Google Play Console when their apps
ask for permissions that are requested by very few functionallysimilar apps—in other words, by their competition. Empirically, this
incentive is effective, with significant developer response since its
deployment. Permissions have been redacted by 59% of apps that
were warned, and this attenuation has occurred broadly across both
app categories and app popularity levels. Importantly, billions of
users’ app installs from the Google Play have benefited from these
redactions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Android ecosystem and Google Play are popular platforms
with over 2 million apps and 2 billion active devices worldwide.
Many apps require access to private or protected data on users’
devices, which they request via the Android permissions system.
Recent versions of Android (6.0 and higher) organize individual
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permissions into groups, such as Storage, Contacts, and Location.
Users are asked to grant or deny a permission for an app at the level
of these groups via a runtime prompt. These prompts are usually
surfaced at the moment when an app needs a permission, and are
therefore made in context.
There are a number of reasons why an app may request permissions outside of those needed for its core functionality, such
as for analytics, personalization, testing, performance assessment,
advertising (especially for free apps), or support for (unused) functionality in libraries that the app includes. Prior research has shown
that many mobile apps request potentially unnecessary permissions
[21, 27, 29] or permissions that are not directly related to their core
functionality [2, 8, 17, 24, 28, 35], or use permissions in unexpected
ways [21]. This has also been reported by the press [12, 33, 37]. Furthermore, several studies have documented user frustration with
what is viewed as unnecessary permission requests [11, 18, 34, 35]
and how this can lead to a feeling of erosion of privacy [10, 12].
Permission usage can differ greatly, as mobile-app developers
comprise a large community with varying experience and disparate
working environments. A 2018 survey that reached over 40,000 developers from 160 countries, showed that 49% had less than 5 years
experience and 40% worked for organizations with less than 50 employees [9]. Small- to medium-sized businesses, or businesses with
limited experience, may be less likely to have privacy experts on
their teams, or understand the tradeoffs of designing with privacy
in mind [7]. For example, well meaning developers that include
third-party libraries in their code, may not realize that their app’s
manifest need not request all the permissions requested by a library,
and may be unaware of the privacy implications of different permission requests. Indeed, the study in [19] showed that developers
mostly use the default configuration of ad libraries, choose libraries
based on popularity and ease-of-use rather than risk assessment,
and feel themselves unable to address the risks. Our aim is to help
such developers become more privacy-aware in their handling of
app permissions.
Developers who are aware of how their users perceive excessive permission requests may be motivated to refrain from using
permissions that aren’t strictly needed, e.g., for the sake of their
reputation. A perusal of app reviews can reveal comments about
invasive and unnecessary permissions. Beyond complaints in app
reviews, there are other reasons why a developer may remove a
previously requested permission, including: (i) a change in a library
they use; (ii) an update to the APIs associated with a permission
such that the permission is no longer required; (iii) a change in the
app functionality; (iv) Google’s developer outreach efforts [4]; and
(v) in response to negative press articles [37].
Uncovering whether a permission request is necessary or not,
with certainty, has proved challenging; even powerful techniques
like static and dynamic analysis methods do not offer comprehensive answers [25]. For instance, dynamic analysis has code coverage
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issues, and static analysis cannot examine code downloaded during runtime. Thus, the decision as to whether or not to ask for a
permission should ultimately be left up to each developer.
Our first contribution is an automated algorithmic approach that
uncovers situations in which there is a significant chance a permission request is unnecessary. We inform developers via a nudge.
Nudges are a well-known technique from behavioral economics
which have been used in many contexts to encourage positive
behavior without being punitive [32]. Recently researchers have
started studying nudges surfaced to users to assist them with decision making [3, 18]. We focus on nudges that target developers.
To incentivize developers to act on our nudge, we employ the
following metric. For a given app, we let the developer know when
other apps with very similar functionality refrain from requesting
a particular permission. For each specific app, we compute a ‘peer
group’ of functionally-similar apps, automatically determining similarity from textual app descriptions and Google Play user-behavior
data (as described in Section 2.2). If a specific app requests a permission that nearly none of its peers request, then we inform the
developer of this and also remind the developer of research showing that users are more likely to select apps that request fewer
permissions, when given a choice [15].
Previous research studies have explored other ways to give developers privacy related feedback, such as giving apps privacy
grades [23], giving privacy policies grades [31, 36], or providing
privacy risk metrics on public websites [6, 26]. We chose to explore
giving developers feedback via the tools they use to create and
manage their apps, such as Android Studio, Play Console, GitHub,
and the Gradle build system, to name just a few. These tools provide
opportunities to surface nudges. We deployed our privacy warning
in August 2017 as part of the Pre-Launch Report shown in the Play
Console.
Our second contribution is an assessment on the effectiveness of
our nudge. After the live deployment of the nudge, we observed that
59% of apps who received a warning did indeed remove permissions.
These removals occurred across all app categories, all app popularity
levels, and over a broad set of permission types. This demonstrates
developers’ willingness to remove permissions when it is pointed
out to them. We show that the removal of these permission requests,
in aggregate, affected over 55 billion app installs. We also show that
the existing permission redaction activity that happens for other
reasons is significantly boosted by our warnings.
Our warning is one component of Google’s larger strategy to
protect users and help developers achieve good security and privacy
practices. One component focuses on device security, with services
such as Play Protect1 that offer malware protection services for
Android. A second component focuses on robust enforcement of
Google Play’s user data policies, which require developers to provide clear notice and control over collection of data in their apps,
as well as recent policy changes further limiting developers’ ability
to request access to certain permissions. For instance, Google Play
announced (in October 2018) further limitations of apps’ ability to
request Call Log and SMS permissions on Android devices [30] .
A third component aims at educating developers to adopt better
practices. In addition to our privacy warning, other signals have
1 https://www.android.com/play-protect/
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also been incorporated into the Play Console, such as warnings
that discourage use of HTTP and permanent identifiers. Also, Lint
warnings are surfaced in the Android Studio IDE to alert developers
if their app is using a version of a library that has been identified
by the library developer as a potential source of privacy and/or
security risks [1]. In isolation, each approach has its own benefits
and limitations, yet together they’re all complementary.

2 NUDGING DEVELOPERS
2.1 Our Approach
Developers interact with Google Play via the Play Console [5],
both before and after launching an app. This console includes a
‘Pre-Launch Report’, accessible to developers who submit apps for
testing, that surfaces the results of automated tests on app APKs
(e.g. that identify performance issues and many other things) before
the app is published on Google Play. Our approach to incentivize
developers to avoid requesting permissions that aren’t strictly necessary is to show them a motivating warning in this Pre-Launch
Report.
Consider a developer who asks for a specific permission in their
new app. We compute a set of functionally similar apps and check
if this set of apps also ask for the same specific permission. The
permissions in the set of functionally-similar apps, or peer apps,
provide a baseline for the set of permissions needed for an app, as
well as a baseline for user expectations about which permissions
make sense for the app to request. Hence if nearly all of their
competition does not ask for the same permission, then we let
developer know. We thus make it easier for developers to assess
their needs as compared to their peers. We leave the decision to
the developer as we recognize there may be other specific reasons
for the permission.
Your app is requesting the permission, <permission _name>,
which is used by less than X % of functionally similar apps.
<number> functionally similar apps which initially requested
<permission_name> have stopped requesting it.
Users prefer apps that request fewer permissions and requesting
unnecessary permissions can affect your app’s visibility on
Google Play. If these permissions aren’t necessary, you may be
able to use alternative methods in your app and request fewer
permissions. If they are, we recommend providing an explanation
to users of why you need the permissions. Learn more.
Table 1: Privacy warning shown to developers
The warning message we show developers is depicted in Table 1.
We point out a few properties of this warning. First, developers
can choose to adhere to or ignore it. If a developer ignores the
warning, then it will re-appear in the report for the next version of
their app as long as the conditions for the signal remain true (e.g.
peer groups would be recomputed at that time). Second, we further
motivate developers by reminding them that users prefer apps with
fewer permissions and that the perception of a permission request
being unnecessary could affect their installs. Third, we recommend
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providing an explanation for the permission request. Fourth, parameter X is a design choice that influences how conservative the
warning aims to be. A very small value, such as 1%, ensures that
the developers receiving the warnings are highly unlikely to need
the permission.

2.2

Finding Similar Apps

The simplest approach would be to identify peer groups using
Google Play app categories; but this is too coarse-grained as apps
within the same category can offer very different functionality. For
example, the category ‘Travel and Local’ contains navigation apps
but also hotel reservation apps and tour guides. The category ‘Auto’
contains car software as well as apps that help users buy a car.
Another potential method for identifying similar apps could be
based on user behavior while browsing in Google Play. When users
look at a particular app on Google Play, suggestions of other apps
that users may want to install are also shown. When users click on
these suggestions, it may indicate that the user thought the clicked
app is similar or related to the original one they were viewing. A
method based on clustering analysis of these user co-clicks, (called
UBC for user behavior clustering method), iteratively improves over
time. However, the UBC data alone is not sufficient for our task for
a number of reasons. First, the UBC method is optimized to find
interesting suggestions, and not to find functionally-similar apps;
for example, for a game app the UBC method may suggest a game
discussion-forum app, or a game media editor. Second, to model
user preferences, the UBC method favors apps in the same primary
language, designed for the same locale. We do not want to limit our
peer app assessment by language since app functionality is often
independent of language. For example, the peer group of a French
email app could include a Japanese email app. Finally and perhaps
most importantly, the UBC method fails to provide any suggestions
for brand-new apps or very unpopular apps, since Google Play has
no user-behavior data for these cases.
Prior work has suggested analyzing the app description text via
LDA analysis to identify apps with similar functionality [14, 16].
Our approach follows this direction but, as explained below, we use
a different model and supplement the basic app descriptions with
user co-click data. Further below we compare our approach to a
pure LDA-based one.
Design of our App Peer Group Mechanism: To determine
when to surface a nudge in a Pre-Launch Report, we must be able
to compute app peer groups for all apps, including brand-new apps,
unpopular ones, and do so for apps in any language. We have
developed a deep-learning algorithm that creates an embedding
based on word2vec for each app, thereby mapping apps into a
high-dimensional space where closeness in distance corresponds
to similarity [13, 20].
The key input data used to compute our embedding is textual,
notably the apps’ description, as well as the app name and category.
If needed, this text is translated to English, to handle apps in any
of the 100+ languages supported by Google Translate. In addition
to text, the embedding is also computed based on UBC data; this
is done by incorporating the top 10 UBC-related apps for each
app, unless no such UBC-related peers are available. We note that
the UBC data we work with is highly aggregated and contains no
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personal information. The data is in the form of app pairs with an
accompanying probability on the likelihood that the second app
would be clicked if the first is already shown.
The training data contains several rows of text for each app
and are created as follows. Each sentence from the app description
constitutes one row. The app title and category each form a separate
row. Each app is given a unique identifier token (a unique word) that
is prepended to all rows associated with that app. To incorporate
the UBC ranking data, we include a single row with the identifier
tokens of the top 10 apps considered most related by the UBC
algorithm. Each English word is also a unique token. Thus, the
complete set of training-data tokens includes both unique tokens
representing apps, as well as vocabulary tokens for the words in
the app descriptions, titles, and categories.
The training data is used to train a skip-gram language model,
which uses a log-linear classifier with softmax to estimate the probability distribution of tokens that come within a certain range before
and after the current token [20]. Thus, the input of the model is a
token and the output is the probability distribution of the context
in the form of surrounding words. Each token is represented by an
n-dimensional vector and all these vectors comprise the projection
matrix with v rows and n columns, where v is the vocabulary size
(number of all tokens). For an input word w, the probability of a
word c being in the context (surrounding words) decreases exponentially fast with cosine distance of w and c. A univariate model
defines the probability of several context words as the product of
the individual probabilities of these words. The training optimizes
the vectors so that the product of all the context probabilities is
maximized for the training data. Thus, words that are often located
near each other end up with vectors that are close to each other
according to the cosine distance. Similarly, vectors of closely related
apps end up close to each other. For example, chess and checkers
apps will be close to each other in the vector space because words
such as board, game, and piece co-occur near each other and are
also close to both app tokens in the vector space.
We use 200-dimensional vectors to represent all Android app
tokens and also other tokens in the training data (words from
descriptions, titles, and categories). The vocabulary size v (number
of tokens) is in the millions. Our models are trained using stochastic
gradient descent. To make the training of an embedding model for
millions of tokens feasible, we use negative sampling as described
in [20].
To measure the similarity between two apps, we use the cosine
distance of their app vectors from the word2vec algorithm. The
peers of an app are its nearest neighbors based on this distance. For
example, with our model, the closest peer of Gmail is another email
app with cosine distance of 0.41. Weakly related Android apps have
greater cosine distances from Gmail: such as 0.68 for a messenger
app, 0.80 for an internet browser, and 0.85 for a chess app. Our peer
identification algorithm works well across all app popularity levels
as the distribution of peer similarity scores is very similar.
We believe that developers have little motivation to circumvent
our system. Because our warning signal is shown only to the developer, there is no public effect and thus no impact to their reputation.
In theory, developers could attempt to influence the warning by
creating a large number of apps, each of which asks for all the
permissions they want, and has similar text descriptions. That said,
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3

EFFECTIVENESS OF NUDGES

Using our algorithm above to detect similar apps, we implemented
the privacy nudge described in Section 2.1 for Android Platform
related permissions and released it in the Play Pre-Launch Report,
along with a blog post, in August 2017 [22]. We imposed a cutoff on
the peer similarity scores to produce between 150-200 high quality
peers per app. The distribution of peers per app is shown in Figure 1,
and as is seen, a very small fraction of apps have less than 190 peers.
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Figure 1: Number of peers per app
% of Apps that could receive warnings*

developers would not know a priori how many such apps are required to affect our algorithm.
Evaluating App Similarity within our Peer Groups. We
compare our mechanism against two approaches: the UBC algorithm alone and a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) using 50 topics
on normalized app descriptions [14]. We conducted two rounds
of evaluation. First, we had 17 human evaluators participate in a
survey. We split apps into 5 buckets based on the number of installs, and then select several apps from each bucket. This ensures
that our analysis provides feedback across app popularity levels.
For each selected app, we chose the top 3 peers from each of the
3 approaches (if available), removing duplicates. These at most 9
peers for each app are then randomly shuffled and presented to
raters without any information about the source model or the original rank of each peer. Raters are shown a pair of apps and asked
how similar they think the apps are, on a scale from 1 (not related)
to 4 (nearly identical). We normalize the feedback values to [0, 1]
with higher values indicating higher similarity. These evaluators
rated over 400 app pairs. Each pair of apps was rated by at least
3 evaluators. Our evaluators were all Google employees recruited
via internal advertisement, which resulted in employees from numerous groups. They were told the purpose of the evaluation - to
compare the quality of app similarity algorithms - but were not told
how they work and had no way to know which algorithm produced
which pair of apps presented. The evaluators were told they could
use any publicly information available on Google Play to inform
their decision about the similarity of the presented app pairs.
Note that the app pairs should all have high similarity since we
pair each app with one that was a top-3 match from one of the
models. The average app similarity for app pairs proposed by our
word2vec-based algorithm was 0.81. Our algorithm significantly
outperformed the LDA method that received an average app similarity of 0.51. The UBC method received an average similarity of
0.79 which is comparable to our approach, however, as explained
earlier, it has much lower coverage ; in particular, it didn’t provide
any suggestions for approximately one in ten of the apps in our
test set (because they were either new or unpopular).
To further compare our proposed model with UBC method, we
conducted a second round of evaluation. For each app selected we
picked the top 3 peers plus 2 other peers randomly selected from
the closest 30 peers (if available), from each method, resulting in at
most 10 app pairs. Similar to the earlier setup, these app pairs are
shuffled and presented to the evaluators, who are asked to rate how
similar the two apps are on a scale from 1 to 4. To increase the app
coverage, each app pair is only rated by 1 evaluator in this round.
Our evaluators rated over 1450 app pairs. The average similarity
based on the normalized feedback values is 0.82 for our proposed
model, compared to 0.66 for the UBC model. This further re-enforces
that our deep-learning algorithm outperforms prior approaches.
Beyond using a powerful approach such as deep-learning, it is
intuitive that our approach works best because LDA relies solely on
text descriptions and the UBC approach relies solely on co-clicks,
whereas our approach uses both of these input signals.
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Figure 2: Percentage of apps that could receive privacy warnings at different thresholds (*only apps with peers and certain minimum installs are considered)
To guide the choice of the threshold (‘X ’% of peers not using a
permission) that determines when to raise the privacy warning, we
estimated the percentage of apps with peers that could receive a
warning at different thresholds between 1% to 5%. Note that not
all apps are included in the calculation of peers sets; for instance,
we require an app to have a minimum number of installs to be
included. The results are outlined in Figure 2. We initially elected
to use a highly conservative threshold of ‘less than 1%’ of peer apps
using a permission to raise the privacy warning. We opted for this
conservative threshold for two reasons. First this ensures that each
warning signal has high fidelity, i.e. developers are nudged only
when we are quite confident that their behavior is significantly
out of the ordinary. Second, we elected to start conservatively to
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Android Platform Permissions (android.permission.*)

Figure 3: Permissions warned (20 permissions with more than 100 warnings each are shown)
beyond the 20 presented here, including those defined by other
apps or services to control access to their resources, were removed
by developers after they saw our privacy warnings. Note that when
developers remove a permission they were not warned about, it
does not remove our warning; hence the behavior of removing
unwarned permissions should not be interpreted as a way to try to
remove our warning. All these (non) platform permission removals
sum up to the 51K removals reported earlier.
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explore whether developers would respond to such a warning (we
wanted to avoid de-sensitizing them). Based on positive developer
reaction, later in September 2018, we relaxed the threshold to 3%.
Since August 2017, every new test APK submission to Google Play,
among the millions participating in our testing framework, has been
evaluated by our system. We evaluate our threshold’s effectiveness
on an ongoing basis and may consider raising the threshold further
in the future.
Overall Response. Between August 2017 and Feb 2019 (inclusive), privacy warnings were raised for 28,446 permissions requested by 19,215 apps, which came from 15,645 developers. Among
the warned apps, we observed that 11,289 apps (59%) apps, developed by 9313 developers, removed at least one permission after
seeing our warnings. If we look at individual permissions, of the
28,446 warned permissions, only 5,725 (20%) were removed. Interestingly we observed that developers of warned apps removed many
permissions they had not been explicitly warned about. In particular, our 19,215 warned apps removed 45,866 unwarned permissions.
This hints that our warning may have encouraged developers to revisit their decisions about permissions beyond the one(s) they were
warned about. The total number of permissions removed by these
apps was 51,591 including both warned and unwarned permissions.
Response by Permission Type. Figure 3 shows a breakdown
of the number of warnings surfaced for 20 example Android Platform permissions. Some of these permissions were deprecated in
recent Android SDK versions, but we include them as some apps
can be targeting older Android SDKs. These permissions had at
least a 100 warnings each. While overall 20% of individual permission warnings were adhered to, there was variation across the
permissions: 7% of apps receiving warnings for Camera removed
the permission, where as 65% of them receiving a warning for Get
Accounts removed the permission. Because our warnings are soft,
developers can elect to keep a permission—perhaps rightly so, if
their needs do not fully correspond to those of their peers.
In addition to these warned permission removals, app developers
have removed many more unwarned permissions. These unwarned
removals are much more prominent across popular permissions,
such as Location and Storage, which naturally generate fewer warnings. For instance, Read External Storage was only warned 29 times
but has seen 1374 removals across the 19K apps. It could be that
developers realize they don’t always need these, and a warning
for any permission could serve as a reminder. Many permissions

Play Store Category

Figure 4: Categories and their permission removals
Response by App Category and Popularity. We now examine whether these removals are occurring only in a niche portion
of Google Play or more broadly. We first look at Google Play categories of the apps who remove permissions. We observe removals
in all categories. For example, as shown in Figure 4, within the top
20 categories, we observe between 1000-5000 permission removals
per category. Hence developers across a broad set of app categories
are responsive to our nudges. Next we look at the popularity of
the 11.3K responsive apps, shown in Table 2. We notice that apps
from all popularity levels have received warnings and removed
permissions. These observations are encouraging, as they indicate
that permissions are being removed broadly from many different
kinds of apps across the popularity spectrum.
Estimating Impact. Ideally we’d like to assess the impact of
these permission removals on the number of users affected. We cannot directly measure this. Our data only includes app descriptions,
metadata and install counts; we have no user or device level data,
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Number of apps that
removed permissions
< 10K
3887
10K–50K
2555
50K–100K
893
100K–1M
2326
1M–5M
912
5M–10M
278
10M–100M
371
100M+
67
Table 2: Popularity of responsive warned apps
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Installs per app

thus we cannot know, for example, how many of these responsive
apps may be installed on the same device. However, we can approximate the impact via a lower bound on the number of installs as
follows. Table 2 shows that there are 67 warned apps with more
than 100 million installs each, thus a permission removal by each
of these apps improves privacy for at least 100 million devices. This
is clearly an underestimation as there are a few hundred other apps
each affecting 10s of millions of devices. We can also assess the
cumulative impact by looking at the number of installs of an app.
For this estimate, we assume that all users update to the latest app
version. For each app in this table, we count its number of installs;
summing these counts we find that the 51K permission removals,
resulting from our warnings, impacted more that 55 billion app
installs in aggregate.
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Figure 5: Versions taken to remove permissions
Time/Versions Taken to Respond. For the 5725 permissions
that were warned and later removed, we analyzed the time taken
by the developer to remove the permissions. For computing these
metrics, we consider the earliest version of the app that was flagged
by our privacy warning and the first version released later without
the warned permission. We found that about 5% of the removals
happened within a day of surfacing the warning, and 50% occurred
within a 3 month period. Since permission removals require an
app version update, and developers each have their own app development cycle, it is natural that the time to respond would vary
significantly. We also looked at the number of app versions taken
to remove the warned permission, and Figure 5 shows the CDF
plot. 25% of removals happen in the immediate version release, and
70% take less than 10 version releases. Many developers have more
than one app version lined up for release next, and the permission removal change may be included in any one of these release
versions.

Supplementary Effect. Many developers publish more than
one app, and so we investigate if showing a warning across one
of the apps would induce changes across other unwarned apps
published by the same developer. Our analysis showed that of
the 15,645 developers who saw our permission warnings, 3758
developers revisited permissions requested by their unwarned apps.
These developers removed an additional 60,993 permissions from
18,997 apps they published. These results indicate that our privacy
warning, though being shown conservatively due to the chosen
thresholds, may be influencing developer behavior more widely
than the scope of our warnings.

4

DO OUR WARNINGS CHANGE DEVELOPER
BEHAVIOR?

There can be many reasons why a developer may remove a permission (see Section 1). To try to understand if developers remove
permissions due to our warning or due to other reasons, we compared the permission removal statistics of our warned apps to that
of apps in two control groups.
• Warned Apps: The 19K apps that received our warnings.
• Control Group-A: Apps for which our metrics did not detect any unnecessary permissions, and therefore did not
receive any warnings.
• Control Group-B: Apps for which our metrics detected unnecessary permission requests, but which were not notified
since their developers do not receive the Pre-Launch Report
.
All 3 groups have similar proportions of (un)popular apps. Control group-A has more than a million apps. This group could be
removing permissions for any of the 5 reasons we outlined in Section. 1. Note that any changes in APIs, or in a library, would require
all updating apps to incorporate these changes. Since group-A is
removing permissions not due to anomalous permissions (as per
our definition), we view them as a proxy for permission removal
activity that occurs for other reasons. We observed that 9% of apps
in Control Group-A remove permissions. This hints that possibly 9%
of the apps in our warned app set remove permissions for reasons
not related to our warning.
Control group-B only contains 12K apps, that exhibit the same
anomalous permissions behavior as our warned apps, however they
do not receive a warning. In this group, 45% of the apps removed
permissions. Since this is larger than 9%, it could be that developers
in this group are more sensitive to negative press, or may be aware
of the broad issue surrounding potentially unnecessary permission
requests. While we cannot confirm that, we note that nevertheless,
our warning boosts the permission removal activity an additional
31% beyond what these developers do on their own.
We also point out that Group-A removed on average 0.3 permissions/app, Group-B removed 1.7 permissions/app and our warned
apps removed 2.7 permissions per app. So even compared to other
apps with similar anomalous permission behavior, our warning
appears to increase the number of permissions removed per app by
60%.
Figure 6 shows the percentage of apps that removed permissions
across the three app groups, for 20 permissions. These percentages
for each group are calculated based on the number of apps that
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Figure 6: Percentage of apps that removed permissions (warned apps and control groups; 20 permissions shown)
request the permission in that group. As is clearly seen, many more
apps in the warned group removed each permission type compared
to apps in either of the control groups. A Kruskal-Wallis test conducted on the number of apps that have removed each of the 60
platform permissions across the three groups indicates that the
differences are statistically significant (H = 51.2, p < .01).2 Furthermore, the Mann-Whitney U tests show that the pairwise differences
between the warned apps and the two other control groups (A and
B) are also significant (U = 854, p < .01 for the warned apps vs.
control group A, and U = 1212, p < .01 for the warned apps vs.
control group B, after applying the Bonferroni correction). This
evidence indicates that our privacy warning is effective in nudging
developers towards removing more permissions than they would
without the warning, and this influence extends beyond the specific
permissions warned about, thereby boosting the overall redaction
activity both directly and indirectly.

5

LIMITATIONS

Although changes due to our warning affect billions of app installs,
we acknowledge that our feedback signal only reaches a small portion of the overall Google Play ecosystem in terms of the number
of apps affected. This is because our conservative threshold discourages the presentation of warnings that we are not strongly
confident about. This behavior also indirectly limits false positives;
indeed, we view the high developer response as indicative that the
signal is of good fidelity. If we showed warnings too frequently, or
with many false positives, developers may become desensitized and
ignore them.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, when the majority of apps in the
peer set do request the same permission as a specific developer,
we interpret this as an indication that the permission is genuinely
needed by this type of app. If it should arise that more than 97% of
the apps in a peer set are simultaneously requesting an unnecessary
permission, then our approach does not flag these. Instead dynamic
analysis is more promising for such cases.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We showed that even with a conservative approach (3% threshold)
to surfacing privacy nudges, our deep learning approach is able to
2 The

null hypothesis is that the number of apps that remove each of the 60 platform
permissions across the three groups come from the same distribution.

influence a significant number of apps towards the more privacyfriendly behavior of refraining from requesting unnecessary permissions. Overall, 59% of warned apps adhered to our warnings
by removing permission requests. Moreover, this occurred not just
for a niche group of developers or apps, but rather broadly across
Google Play—as evidenced by removals from all app categories,
across all popularity levels and many permission types. Our nudges
encourage additional permission removals beyond the ones we
warn about, for example, we observe a boost of 60% in the number
of permissions removed per app, as compared to a control group
that captures normal background permission removal activity due
to other reasons.
Since developers are responsive to nudges, we believe it is promising to explore the design of other nudges in future work. Warnings
could be surfaced in other developer tools such as Android Studio,
Gradle, and more. It may be worthwhile to explore nudging SDK and
library developers, as prior work has shown that a small number
of libraries (∼30) are used by the vast majority of apps [8]. Finding ways to incentivize this group of developers is a challenge but
would have significant impact. To better understand why interventions such ours have the intended effect, controlled experimentation
could be used to compare multiple variations of the warnings. Surveying developers as to why and when they remove permissions,
and to understand their response to our warnings, could help to
further clarify the effectiveness of nudges such as ours - especially
in terms of their supplemental effects.
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